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Please read through this manual before use
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4. Speed up button
Press the bufton will speed up,
loosen will recover.

{\ Charge

1. lnsert USB cable
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2. Connect USB to the transmitter, I

red light indicated during
charging & OFF when finish I
charging. Charging time about I

computer.

20 minutes

Work indication light(Blue)

Charge indication light(Red)

ICautions:
When blue light flashing on the
transmitter, it means no power & need
to be charged immediately.

3. Switch the MINI-ROBOT power to ,,OFF,,.

Connect USB to the charging slot on the
side of the MlNI-ROBOT. USB remains
being lighting-OFF during charging time.
Disconnect them when USB lights ON.
The MINI-ROBOT needs to be charged for
about 25 minutes.W
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rexpected failuI€g wrong signalsvill appears.
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Control range: The control range of the MINI-ROBOT is about 6 meters. please

avoid to overstep this control range, otherwise the MlNl-ROBOT
will be out of control.

Play time: On a full charge conditions, the MINI-ROBOT could be used for about
20 minutes, if it plays less than one minute, please recharge the
MlNl-ROBOT immediacy.
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4. Turn right
Press right button ,mini-robot will turn right.
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Press left button ,mini-robot will turn left.
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1. Turn left
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.h Move motion control

Switch to "move motion" control, push up the throttle stick, swing your hands
according to the following indicate the direction of helicopter

3. Forward
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a lf the MINI-ROBOT Doesn' t work, please check as below.
- After put the transmitter to earplug, phone volumn should turn to

maxtmun.
- Check if blue light is appears on the transmitter.
- Transmitter power low, need to be charged.
- Turn off all other controllers.
a When calls come in, unplug the transmitter to receive calls,
O Transmitter be charged about 20 minutes can use about 40 minutes.

Product be charged about 25 minutes can use about 20 minutes.

{\Support list

O All Apple's product
- lphone. ipod touch. ipad
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e2eo- r-Robot
{ft.Cautions

1. When the battery in the transmitter or the MINI-ROBOT runs low, the
control distance will be reduced.

2. The biggest control radius of the MINI-ROBOT is 6 meters, please
uses in 6 meters area, otherwise the MINI-ROBOT will be out of
control when it overstep this area.

3. lf the Mini-robot was damaged, distortion, please repaired in time.
lf operate the Mini-robot of the such damage, May cause otiose
get hurt.

4. Do not make the Mini-robot crashing, this may damage the
Mini-robot.
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Product can't move. . ON/OFF switch is OFF.
. Transmitter weak battery

. Set switch to "ON".

. Transmitter recharge the
battery.

Suddenly stop. . Weak powen . Recharge the battery

The product does
not react. Lose the
control,

. Channel selection on
transmitter is not corect.

. Another infrared conirol
device using the same
channel.

. Affected by strong lighting.

. Reset the correct channel.

. Avoid these if possible.

. Change another environment
lo avoid direct lighting.


